
Split one zone down the middle with cones. On one half, set up

two nets. On the other side, split it into half again using cones.

Start the drill with Coach 1 dumping a puck into each zone

on that side of the ice. Both F1's race to the far puck and engage

in 1 vs 1 keep away. Both F2's race to the puck in the closest

zone and play 1 v 1 keep away.

After 15 seconds, whistle blows. Coach 2 dumps a puck in

the zone with two nets.  & 2 engage in a 2 vs 2 against 

 & in that zone. At the same time, Coach 1 starts F3's

and F4's in the next round of 1 vs 1's.

Key Points

Emphasize puck possession and compete level

Manage work-to-rest ratio depending on age group

Start players at the same time.  skates around the �rst tire, around
the other tire and down the wall.   works skating
forwards/backwards around the tire then gaps and angles/checks
player down the wall.

Key Points

Find and attack open space. 

Defensive player gaps up and always skates forward when trying

to force puck carrier wide and maintain defensive body position

HCF 14U Week 18- Angling/FC

Theme- putting it all together, angling and forechecking habits.

Air Force 2 vs 2 8 mins

1F F

1F 2F  

Mirror Checking 8 mins
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This is a great drill to work on changing the angle and pulling pucks
around a screen. Within this drill there are 3 phases:

Phase 1: Players will use a tire or net as an obstacle to drag and

�re around. During this phase both the obstacle and the player

will be stationary. Players are focusing on their hands and feet

working in sequence during this phase.

Phase 2: Players will continue to use a tire or net as an obstacle

to drag and �re around. During this phase both the obstacle will

be stationary, however the player will be moving. The goal in this

phase is to establish the footwork/cadence needed to shoot in

motion.

Phase 3: This is the phase shown in the illustration. Players will

use a net as an obstacle to �re around. During this phase a

partner will be slowly pushing the net at their partner to

replicate a moving screen. The angle the net is being pushed

from and the players starting point can be altered to mimic

different shooting situations. During this phase we are looking

to add ‘stress’ into the drill to better mimic gameplay.

Key Points

During all three phases hand positioning, puck preparation and

footwork should be an emphasis. Similar progressions can be

used for push, under handle and ‘stop up’ shooting techniques.

Coach passes puck to  1 to start the drill, player can start

either direction

1's must skate around nets in a �gure 8 direction, while

escaping pressure from  2.

Drill stops when the coach puts their stick on the ice to signal 

1 passing them the puck

Can replace nets with barriers/tires

Progression:
Player with puck can stop/reverse direction. Can start with

reversing only behind net, progress to anywhere.

Add other obstacles and open up what the puck carrier can do

Key Points

Agility escape drill

Shoulder checks are key in understanding your surroundings

High pace while cutting the net

Keep stick on puck defensively

Screen Shooting 8 mins

Cashman Cut the Net 8 mins
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begins the drill when goalie is ready by skating in for shot.  reacts
to other player skating by skating around the cones in a �gure 8 with a
puck before attacking the net. After shot   tansitions and used body
language to take away the middle of the ice and steer opponent to the
boards. 

Key Points

Angling, stick on puck, hands on hands, hips through hands

Puck handler should underhandle the puck to remain in triple

threat position

Setup as shown, 2 nets and teams at opposite goal lines, pucks opposite
the lines, players are trying to score on the net accross from them.
Objective of the game is to score more goals than your opponent in a
given time interval (who can score the most in 3 minutes etc.).
Both lines begin on the whistle. First player in the line skates puck
around the net and is ready to score. Their partner can choose to
defend the opponent with the puck or join their teammate on the
attack. If the puck goes behind goal line/gets covered/out of play that
team picks up a new puck beside the net they are attacking. When a
team scores their next teammates can join the play immediately.
KP 2 vs. 2 Neutral Zone Scoring Game | Ice Hockey Systems Inc.
<https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/kp-2-vs-2-
neutral-zone-scoring-game?
position=121&list=VJb0Rxc94bMqSnm2vTg-
aTdDMiHie9dr0cnjeX2r2jA>

Key Points

Players must constantly assess the situation to balance when to

go on attack and when to defend.

Communication with teammates

Players start below the nets on opposite sides of the zone. Three
players from one team  take the puck and skate behind the far net.
The puck must get behind the net but all three players don't have to go
around the net but must go below the imaginary goal line. The players
from the other team forecheck and take away the lanes. Players play
3v3.
Progression: Coach passes the puck to either line to decide who is
offense and defense. Players must react to pass to play offense or
defense appropriately. 

Key Points

D gain defensive side body position, move feet to play body on

body, protect the middle of the ice

F sprint to support puck carrier, be ready to go North as fast as

possible

Shot into 1v1 Angling 8 mins
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KP 2v2 Zone Scoring 8 mins

NZ Forecheck Game 10 mins
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